We propose a methodology for computing single and multi-asset European option prices, and more generally expectations of scalar functions of (multivariate) random variables. This new approach combines the ability of Monte Carlo simulation to handle high-dimensional problems with the efficiency of function approximation. Specifically, we first generalize the recently developed method for multivariate integration in [arXiv:1806.05492] to integration with respect to probability measures. The method is based on the principle "approximate and integrate" in three steps i) sample the integrand at points in the integration domain, ii) approximate the integrand by solving a least-squares problem, iii) integrate the approximate function. In high-dimensional applications we face memory limitations due to large storage requirements in step ii). Combining weighted sampling and the randomized extended Kaczmarz algorithm we obtain a new efficient approach to solve large-scale least-squares problems. Our convergence and cost analysis along with numerical experiments show the effectiveness of the method in both low and high dimensions, and under the assumption of a limited number of available simulations.
Introduction
where (E, A, µ) is a probability space. MCLS is based on the principle "approximate and integrate" and mainly consists of three steps: i) generate N sample points {x i } N i=1 ∈ E, from µ; ii) approximate the integrand f with a linear combination of a priori chosen basis functions f (x) ≈ p(x) := n j=0 c j φ j (x), where the coefficients c = (c 0 , . . . , c n ) are computed by solving the least-squares problem min c∈R n+1 Vc − f 2 for the Vandermonde 2 matrix V = (φ j (x i )) i=1,...,N ;j=0,...,n and f = (f (x 1 ), . . . , f (x N )) ; iii) integrate p to approximate the integral n j=0 c j E φ j (x)µ(dx) ≈ E f (x)µ(dx). Key to exploit the advantage of function approximation for integration is to choose basis functions {φ j } n j=0 that can be easily, possibly exactly, integrated with respect to µ, and that p approximates f well. It can be shown that for n = 0 the MCLS estimator coincides with the standard MC estimator. For a given fixed N , MCLS can outperform MC for any reasonably chosen basis {φ j } n j=0 with n > 0. Our contribution is fourfold. First, we provide a more detailed convergence, error and cost analysis for the MCLS estimator of I µ . This extends [20] which only considered E = [0, 1] d and µ(dx) = dx. In particular, our cost analysis reveals that MCLS asymptotically becomes more accurate than MC at the same cost, see Proposition 3.4 . This is of practical use whenever high accuracy is required and a large number of simulations is available, as for instance in option pricing. For a typical task in portfolio risk management, instead, only a limited budget of simulations is available. This is because evaluating f is extremely costly on the IT infrastructure of standard financial institutions, such as insurance companies. Our error analysis suggests that MCLS provides a better approximation than MC for such limited budget situations, compare Proposition 3.2 and the subsequent discussion.
Second, we note that a computational bottleneck in MCLS is the storage requirement arising when solving the least-squares problem. Indeed, when the number of simulations N and of the number of basis functions n + 1 are too large, it is not feasible to explicitly store the N × (n + 1) Vandermonde matrix V. This severely limits the scalability of MCLS. In order to overcome this limitation we enhance MCLS by the randomized extended Kaczmarz (REK) algorithm [24] for solving the least-squares problem. The benefit of REK is that no explicit storage of V is needed. However REK only applies efficiently to well conditioned least-squares problems. Here we profit from the reduction of the condition number of V thanks to a weighted sampling scheme due to [4] . Moreover, under this weighted sampling scheme the rows of V have equal Euclidean norm, which further speeds up the REK.
Third, we apply MCLS to efficiently price European options in low and high dimensions. Here, the method turns out to be especially favorable for the class of polynomial models [6, 7] which covers widely used asset models such as the Black Scholes, Heston and Cox Ingersoll Ross models. In this framework conditional moments and thus expectations of polynomials in the underlying price process are given in closed form. This naturally suggests the choice of polynomials as basis functions {φ j } n j=0 , for which step iii) of MCLS becomes very efficient. Fourth, we approximate the high-dimensional integral [0,1] d sin d j=1 x j dx for d = 10 and d = 30, which shows that the limitations of the approach in [20] due to the high dimensionality have been indeed overcome considerably thanks to REK.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we review the main ingredients of our methodology and we explain how to combine them. In particular, in Section 2.1 we review MCLS as in [20] and we extend it to arbitrary probability measures. Then, in Section 2.2 we present the weighted sampling strategy proposed in [4] . In Section 2.3 we review the randomized extended Kaczmarz algorithm and combine it with MCLS. We provide a convergence and a cost analysis in Section 3. In Section 4 we apply MCLS to option pricing. Here, we present numerical results for different polynomial models and payoff profiles in both low and high dimensionality. In Section 5 we analyze the performance of MCLS for a standard high-dimensional integration test problem. We conclude in Section 6.
Core methods
For the reader's convenience we present the three main ingredients of our methodology. First, we extend MCLS to arbitrary probability measures. Then, we present its combination with weighted sampling strategies as in [20] . Finally, we recap the randomized extended Kaczmarz algorithm and we propose our combined strategy.
MCLS
In this section we introduce a methodology to compute the definite integral
for some probability space (E, A, µ) and for a function f : E → R, which we assume to be square-integrable, i.e. in
which is a Hilbert space with the inner product f, g µ = E f (x)g(x)dµ(x). The method is an extension of the method proposed in [20] for integrals with respect to the Lebesgue measure.
To start, we choose a set of n basis functions {φ j } n j=1 , with φ 0 ≡ 1, which will be used to approximate the integrand f . The idea is to choose basis functions φ j that can be easily integrated. For instance, polynomials can be a good choice. Then, the steps of MCLS are as follows. First, as in standard Monte Carlo methods, one generates N sample points
Second, the integrand f and the set of basis functions are evaluated at all simulated points {x i } N i=1 leading to the following least-squared problem:
which we denote as min c∈R n+1 Vc − f 2 . Note that (1) can be seen as a discrete version of the projection problem min c f − n j=0 c j φ j µ . Third, one solves (1), whose solution is known to be explicitly given byĉ
At this point, the linear combination p(x) := n j=0ĉ j φ j (x) is an approximation of f . Finally, the last step consists of computing the integral of the approximant p, and I is approximated by
We summarize the procedure in Algorithm 1.
We remark that there is an interesting connection between MCLS and the standard Monte Carlo method: If one takes n = 0, i.e. one approximates f with a constant function,
. . , N and j = 1, . . . , n. 3: Solve the least-squares problem (1) 
the resulting approximation is the solution of the least-squares problem
. . .
which is exactly given byĉ 0 :
, the standard Monte Carlo estimator. We recall that in the standard MC method, asymptotically for large N the error scales like 3
The quantity (σ(f )) 2 is usually referred to as the variance of f . This relation between MC and MCLS leads to an asymptotic error analysis, which we detail in Section 3.1. This connection leads to an asymptotic error analysis, which we detail in Section 3.1. This connection can also be exploited in order to increase the speed of convergence by combining it with quasi-Monte Carlo. In [20] also other ways to speed up the procedure are proposed, for example by an adaptive choice of the basis functions (MCLSA).
It is observed in [20] that the method performs well for dimensions d up to d = 6. For higher dimensions solving the least-squares problem (1) becomes computationally expensive, this is mainly due to two effects:
(i) The size of the matrix V , being N ×(n+1), rapidly becomes very large, posing memory limitations.
(ii) The condition number of the Vandermonde matrix V typically gets large.
In the following we address these issues by combining MCLS with weighted sampling strategies and with the randomized extended Kaczmarz algorithm for solving the least-squares problem.
Well conditioned least-squares problem via weighted sampling
It is crucial that the coefficient matrix V in (1) be well conditioned, from both a computational and (more importantly) a function approximation perspective. Computationally, an ill-conditioned V means the least-squares problem is harder to solve using e.g. the conjugate gradient method, and the randomized Kaczmarz method described Section 2.3. From an approximation viewpoint, V having a large condition number 4 κ 2 (V) implies that the function approximation error (in the continuous setting) can be large: f − n j=0 c j φ j 2 µ is 3 See e.g. [2] for the first term and recall that the expectation of a random variable X is the constant with minimal distance to X in the L 2 -norm, rescaling yields the identity (2). 4 We denote by κ 2 (V) the 2-norm condition number of the matrix V.
bounded roughly by [20, § 5.4] ), where c * := argmin c∈R n+1 f − n j=0 c j φ j µ . Hence in practice we devise the MCLS setting (choice of φ and sample strategy) so that V is well conditioned with high probability.
A first step to obtain a well-conditioned Vandermonde matrix V , is to choose the basis to be orthonormal with respect to the scalar product · µ , for instance by applying a Gram-Schmidt orthonormalization procedure. Next, we observe that the strong law of large numbers yields
as N → ∞. Therefore, for a large number of samples N we expect 1 N V T V to be close to the identity matrix Id n+1 ∈ R (n+1)×(n+1) . This implies that κ 2 (V) is close to 1. In practice, however, the condition number often is large. This is because the number N of sample points required to obtain a well-conditioned V might be very large. For example, if we consider the one-dimensional interval E = [−1, 1] with the uniform probability measure and an orthonormal basis of Legendre polynomials, one can show that at least N = O(n 2 log(n)) sample points are needed to obtain a well conditioned V. This example and others are discussed in [3, 4] .
To overcome this problem, Cohen and Migliorati [4] introduce a weighted sampling for least-squares fitting. Its use for MCLS was suggested in [20] , which we summarize here. Define the nonnegative function w via
which is a probability distribution since 1 w ≥ 0 on E and E 1 w(x) dµ(x) = 1. We then take samples {x i } N i=1 according to dµ w . Intuitively this means that we sample more often in areas where n i=0 φ i (x) 2 takes large values. The least-squares problem (1) with the samples ∼ dµ w becomes
where √ W = diag( w(x 1 ), w(x 2 ), . . . , w(x N )), and V, f are as before in (1) with x ←x. This is again a least-squares problem min c Vc −f 2 , with coefficient matrix V := √ WV and right-hand sidef := √ Wf , whose solution is c = ( V T V) −1 V T √ Wf . With high probability, the matrix V is well conditioned, provided that N n log n, see Theorem 2.1 in [4] .
Remark 2.1. Note that the left-multiplication by
√ W forces all the rows of V to have the same norm (here √ n + 1); a property that proves useful in Section 2.3.
A simple strategy to sample from w is as follows: for each of the N samples, choose a basis function φ j from {φ j } n j=0 uniformly at random, and sample from a probability distribution proportional to φ 2 j . We refer to [13] for more details.
Randomized extended Kaczmarz to solve the least-squares problem
A standard least-squares solver that uses the QR factorization [9, Ch. 5] costs O(N n 2 ) operations, which quickly becomes prohibitive (relative to standard MC) when n 1 . As an alternative, the conjugate gradient method (CG) applied to the normal equation [20] . For κ 2 (V) = O(1) this reduces the computational cost 
to O(N n). However, CG still requires the storage of the whole matrix V, which is O(N n). Indeed in practice, building and storing the matrix V becomes a major bottleneck in MCLS.
To overcome this issue, here we suggest a further alternative, the randomized extended Kaczmarz (REK) algorithm developed by Zouzias and Freris [24] . REK is a particular stochastic gradient method to solve least-squares problems. It builds upon Strohmer and Vershynin's pioneering work [23] and Needell's extension to inconsistent systems [21] , and converges to the minimum-norm solution by simultaneously performing projection and solution refinement at each iteration. The convergence is geometric in expectation, and as already observed in [23] , Kaczmarz methods can sometimes even outperform the conjugate gradient method in speed for well-conditioned systems. A block version of REK was introduced in [22] , which sometimes additionally improves the performance.
Here we focus on REK and consider its application to MCLS. A pseudocode of REK is given in Algorithm 2. MATLAB notation is used, in which V(:, j) denotes the jth column of V and V(i, :) the ith row. The z (k) iterates are the projection steps, which converge to f ⊥ , the part of f that lies in the orthogonal complement of V's column space. REK works by simultaneously projecting out the f ⊥ component while refining the least-squares solution.
Let us comment on REK (Algorithm 2) and its implementation, particularly in the MCLS context:
• Employing the weighted sampling strategy of Section 2.2 significantly simplifies Algorithm 2. Following Remark 2.1, the norm of the rows of V are constant and equal to √ n + 1. This also implies that V 2 F = N (n + 1). The index i k in line 3 is therefore simulated uniformly at random. This has a practical significance in MCLS as the probability distribution ( V(i, :
..,N does not have to be computed before starting the REK iterates. This results in (a potentially enormous) computational reduction; an additional benefit of using the weighted sampling strategy, besides improving conditioning.
• The number of iterations M is usually not chosen a priori but by checking convergence of c (k) infrequently. The suggestion in [24] is to check every 8 min(N, n) iterations for the conditions
for a prescribed tolerance ε > 0.
• A significant advantage of REK is that it renders unnecessary the storage of the whole matrix V: only the i k th row and the j k th column are needed, taking O(N ) memory cost. In practice, one can even sample in an online fashion: early samples can be discarded once the REK update is completed. The convergence of REK is known to be geometric in the expected mean squared sense [24,
whereĉ is the solution for min c Vc − f 2 and the expectation E is taken over the random choices of the algorithm. When V is close to having orthonormal columns (as would hold with weighted sampling and/or N → ∞ with orthonormal basis functions φ), the convergence in (5) 
. Our experiments suggest that conjugate gradients applied to the normal equation is faster than Kaczmarz, so we recommend CG whenever it is feasible. However, as mentioned above, an advantage of (extended) Kaczmarz is that there is no need to store the whole matrix to execute the iterations. For these reasons, we suggest to choose the solver for the LS problem (1) according to the scheme shown in Figure 1 . Preliminary numerical experiments indicate that the threshold 10 for κ 2 (V) is a good choice.
Convergence and cost analysis
In this section we first present convergence results, on which basis we will derive a cost analysis.
Convergence
First, we obtain a convergence result and consequently asymptotic confidence intervals, applying the central limit theorem (CLT). The following statement and proof is a straightforward generalization of [20, Theorem 5.1] for an arbitrary integrating probability measure µ. Proposition 3.1. Fix n and the L 2 µ -basis functions {φ j } n j=0 and let either w = 1 or w as in (3) . Then with the weighted sampling dµ w , the corresponding MCLS estimatorÎ µ,N , as
Proof. The proof is provided in the Appendix.
We observe that MCLS converges like
In other words, the variance is reduced thanks to the approximation of the function f .
The above proposition shows that the MCLS estimator yields an approximate integral I µ,N that asymptotically (for N → ∞ and {φ j } n j=1 fixed) satisfies 5
highlighting the fact that the asymptotic error is still O(1/ √ N ) (as in the standard MC), but with variance (σ(f )) 2 reduced from min c∈R f −c 2 2 (standard MC, see (2)) to min c∈R n+1
In other words, the variance is reduced thanks to the approximation of the function f and the constant in front of the O(1/ √ N ) convergence in MCLS is equal to the function approximation error in the L 2 µ norm. After solving the least-squares problem (4), the variance min c∈R n+1 √
where the samplesx i , i = 1, · · · , N are taken according to dµ w . This leads to approximate confidence intervals, for example the 95% confidence interval is approximately given by
As explained in [20] , the MCLS estimator is not unbiased, in the sense that E(Î µ,N ) = I µ . However, one can show along the same lines as in the proof of [20, Proposition 3.1] that with the MCLS estimatorÎ µ,N with n and {φ j } n j=0 fixed,
This shows that the bias is of a smaller order than the error. In the case of weighted sampling, we moreover have a finite sample error bound, which follows directly from [4, Theorem 2.1 (iv)]. Note that as this is a non-asymptotic result, it is especially useful in practice.
Proposition 3.2. Assume that we adopt the weighted sampling
wherep is defined asp
with p = n j=0ĉ j φ j , forĉ being the solution of (4). Note that the simulation is done with respect to dµ w . 5 We use the notation "≈" with the statement "for N → ∞" to mean that the relation holds for sufficiently 6 This approximation is commonly used in linear regression, see e.g. [14] .
We note the slight difference between p andp; this is introduced to deal with the tail case in which V becomes ill-conditioned (which happens with low probability). This is used for a theoretical purpose, but in practice, this modification is not necessary and we do not employ it in our experiments. Proposition 3.2 allows us to define a non-asymptotic, proper bound for the expected error we commit when estimating the vector c * , solving the LS problem (4). To see this, we first decompose the function f into a sum of orthogonal terms
for some coefficients c * j , j = 0, · · · , n and where g satisfies
This, together with the bound (9) yields
When we are primarily interested in integration, we aim at an upper bound for the expected error of the first component of c. The bound (11) clearly holds for the first component and this gives us a bound for E(|Î µ,N −I µ | 2 ). Intuitively, we expect that the error in the elements of c are not concentrated in any of the components. This suggests a heuristic bound
This argument has already been proposed in [20] . A rigorous argument still remains an open problem. Observing that the first term of the right hand side is the dominant one (for N → ∞) and assuming n ≈ N log(N ) , we can see that the heuristic bound (12) matches the asymptotic result derived in Proposition 3.1.
Cost Analysis
The purpose of this section is to reveal the relationship between the error vs. cost (in flops). The cost of MCLS is analyzed in [20] and in Table 1 we report a cost and error comparison between MC and MCLS as given in Table 3 .1 in [20] . Here, we highlight some cases for which MCLS outperforms MC in terms of accuracy or cost. Table 1 
Remark 3.3. Note that the cost of MCLS in
As already mentioned at the beginning of Section 2.3, this reflects the cost of MCLS when applying the CG algorithm to solve the least-squares problem (whenever κ 2 (V) = O(1)). In the case that we combine MCLS with the REK algorithm and κ 2 (V) = O(1), which happens with high probability whenever the weighted sampling strategy is used (see [4, Theorem 2.1] ), the cost is also C f N + O(N n), as shown in [24, Lemma 9] and in the subsequent discussion. The following cost analysis includes therefore the two options CG and REK.
Cost First, consider the situation of a limited budget of sample points N that can not be increased further, and the goal is to approximate the integral I µ in the best possible way. This is a typical task in financial institutions. For instance, in portfolio risk management, simulation can be extremely expensive because a large number of risk factors and positions contribute to the company's portfolio. In this case even if MCLS is more expensive than MC (second column of Table 1 ), MCLS is preferable to MC as it yields a more accurate approximation (third column of Table 1 ).
Second, we show under mild conditions that MCLS also asymptotically becomes more accurate than MC at the same cost. This can be of practical relevance whenever the integral I µ needs to be computed at a very high accuracy and one is able to spend a high computational cost. Let us fix some notation:
where the last two definitions reflect the asymptotic error behaviour for large N and N (for a fixed n), depicted in Table 1 . We are now in the position to present the result. Proof. We first determine the value of N = N (N , n) such that Cost M CLS = Cost M C :
Consider now the error ratio under the constraint Cost M CLS = Cost M C , given by
The assumption e n = o 1 √ n implies that there exists someñ such that ER > 1 for all n >ñ. Now, fixing an arbitrary n >ñ and letting N and consequently N going to infinity yields the result. To show the practical implication of this asymptotic analysis, in Figures 2 and 3 we examine the convergence of MC and MCLS. We consider the problem of integrating smooth and non-smooth functions for several dimensions d, on the unit cube [0, 1] d and with respect to the Lebesgue measure. Even though the result of Proposition 3.4 holds for a fixed value of n, in practice the convergence rate can be improved by varying n together with N , as illustrated in [20] , where such an adaptive strategy is denoted by MCLSA. For this reason, we show numerical results where we let the cost increase (represented on the x-axis) and for different choices of n (n fixed and n varying) 7 .
As expected, the numerical results reflect our analysis presented above. For all dimensions and chosen functions, we achieve an efficiency gain by an appropriate choice of n and N , asymptotically. Note that the erratic convergence with fixed n is a consequence of illconditioning; an effect described also in [20] . Namely, when the number of sample points N is not enough, V tends to be ill-conditioned and the least-squares problem min c Vc − f 2 requires many CG iterations, resulting in higher cost than with a larger N . Therefore, the function "N → Cost(N)" is not necessarily monotonically increasing in N . We observe that some of the curves in Figures 2 and 3 , for instance for n fixed, are not functions of Cost(N), as they are not always single-valued. This shows that indeed the mapping "N → Cost(N)" is not always monotone. 
Application: European option pricing
The option pricing problem is one of the main tasks in financial mathematics and can be summarized as follows. First, we fix a filtered probability space (Ω, F, F t , Q), where Q denotes a risk neutral pricing measure. In this framework a stochastic process (X t ) 0≤t≤T defined on a time horizon [0, T ] for T > 0 and taking values in a state space E ⊆ R d is 
used to model the price of the financial assets. Then, the price at time t = 0 of a European option with payoff function f : E → R and maturing at time T is given by
where r is a risk-free interest rate and µ denotes the distribution of X T whose support is assumed to be E and f ∈ L 1 (µ).
MCLS for European option pricing
In this section we explain how to apply MCLS to compute European option prices. When applying MCLS for computing (13) we observe two potential issues. First, the distribution µ often is not known explicitly. Therefore, we can not directly perform the sampling part, namely the first step of MCLS, as described in Algorithm 1. Second, it is crucial that the basis functions {φ j } n j=0 are easily integrable with respect to µ. Therefore we need to find an appropriate selection of the basis functions.
Concerning the sampling part, if µ is explicitly known, as for example in the Black and Scholes framework (see Section 4.2.2 and Section 4.2.3 for two examples), we can just generate sample points according to µ. If µ is not explicitly known, typically the process (X t ) 0≤t≤T can still be expressed as the solution of a stochastic differential equation (SDE). In this case, we propose to simulate N paths of X t by discretizing its governing SDE and collect the realizations of X T . More details follow below and an example can be found in Section 4.2.1.
To obtain an appropriate choice of the basis functions {φ j } n j=0 we need E[φ j (X T )] to be easy to evaluate. To do so we exploit the structure of the underlying asset model. If X t belongs to the wide class of affine processes, which is true for a large set of popular models including Black and Scholes, Heston and Levy models, then the characteristic function of X t can be easily computed, as explained e.g. in [5] . Therefore, the natural choice of basis functions is to choose exponentials. If X t is a polynomial diffusion [6] (as in our numerical examples in Section 4.2.1) or a polynomial jump-diffusion [7] , then its conditional moments are given in closed form. Therefore, polynomials are an excellent choice of basis functions.
To summarize, the main steps of MCLS for option pricing are as follows (if µ is not known explicitly):
Algorithm 3 Generalized MCLS for European option pricing
Simulate N paths of the process X t from t = 0 to t = T , and collect the realizations of X T in x i , i = 1, . . . , N . 2: Evaluate f (x i ) and φ j (x i ), for i = 1, . . . , N and j = 1, . . . , n. 3: Solve the least-squares problem (1) 
1. Simulate N paths of the process X t , from t = 0 to t = T (time to maturity), by discretization of the governing SDE.
2. Let x i for i = 1, . . . , N be the realizations of X T for each simulated path. Then, we evaluate f (x i ) and φ j (x i ), for i = 1, . . . , N and j = 1, . . . , n.
3. Solve the least-squares problem (1) to obtain the approximation of f . The solver can be chosen according to the scheme represented in Figure 1 .
4. Finally, the option price is approximated by (we omit the discounting factor)
Note that we selected the basis functions in such away that the quantities E[φ j (X T )] can be easily evaluated. In particular, no Monte Carlo simulation is required.
Algorithm 3 summarizes this procedure.
In the case that µ is explicitly known, the error resulting from MCLS is analysed in Proposition 3.1 and Proposition 3.2. In case we discretize the governing SDE of X t , we introduce a second source of error, which we address in the following.
Assume that X t is the solution of an SDE of the form
where W t denotes a d-dimensional Brownian motion, b : R d → R d , Σ : R d → R d×d . and x 0 ∈ R d . An approximation of the solution X t of (14) can be computed via a uniform Euler-Maruyama scheme, defined in the following. 
Then, the Euler-Maruyama discretization scheme of (14) is given bȳ
and the Euler-Maruyama approximation of X T is given byX Ns .
Assume that we sample N independent copies ofX Ns (first step of Algorithm 3) and we apply MCLS to approximate (13) . Then the error naturally splits into two components as
The second summand can then be approximated as in (6) . We collect the result in the following proposition. Note that for simplicity we assume a vanishing interest rate. 
whereμ is the distribution ofX Ns .
The first term in the right-hand-side of (16) is usually referred to as time-discretization error, while the second summand denotes the so-called statistical error. The time-discretization error and, more generally, the Euler-Maruyama scheme together with its properties, are well studied in the literature, see e.g. [17] . Depending on the regularity properties 8 of f, b and Σ, one can conclude, for example, that the time-discretization error is bounded from above by C|∆t|, for a constant C > 0. In this case, we say that the Euler-Maruyama scheme converges weakly with order 1. Finally, note that the statistical error can be further approximated as in (7) using
where the x i 's are sampled according toμ.
Numerical examples for option pricing in polynomial models
Next, we apply MCLS to numerically compute European option prices (13) for several types of payoff functions f and in different models. In particular, the considered models belong to the class of polynomial diffusion models, introduced in [6] . All algorithms have been implemented in Matlab version 2017a and run on a standard laptop (Intel Core i7, 2 cores, 256kB/4MB L2/L3 cache). In all of our numerical experiments the solver for numerical solution of the least-squares problem (1) is chosen according to the scheme in Figure 1 . The choice of the examples lead us to test all of the three choices in the scheme. For the univariate pricing examples in Heston's and the Jacobi model, Section 4.2.1 the CG algorithm is appropriate. In Section 4.2.2, a basket option price of medium dimensionality in the multivariate Black-Scholes model, a QR based method is employed, because the condition number of V was usually larger than O(1). In these both cases we directly sample from the distribution of the underlying random variable X T , where in the univariate case we solve an SDE. Finally, we consider pricing a rainbow option in a high dimensional multivariate Black-Scholes model in Section 4.2.3, where the randomized extended Kazcmarz algorithm combined with the weighted sampling strategy yields a good performance.
Call option in stochastic volatility models
We consider the Heston model as in [15] . The log asset price X t (meaning that the asset price S t is of the form S t = e Xt ) and the squared volatility process V t are defined via the SDE
where W 1 t and W 2 t are independent standard Brownian motions and the model parameters satisfy the conditions κ ≥ 0, θ ≥ 0, σ > 0, r ≥ 0, ρ ∈ [−1, 1]. The state space is E = R + ×R. The log-asset process in the Heston model is a polynomial diffusion and its moments can be computed according to the moment formula introduced in [6, Theorem 3.1]. In this case the formula is given by
where p is an arbitrary multivariate polynomial belonging to the space Pol n (R 2 ) of bivariate polynomials of total maximal degree smaller than n, H n is a basis vector of Pol n (R 2 ) and p is the coordinate vector of p with respect to H n . Finally, G n is the matrix representation of the action of the generator of (V t , X t ) restricted to the space Pol n (R 2 ). Note that the matrix G n can be constructed as explained in [18] , with respect to the monomial basis.
In the following we apply MCLS in the Heston model in order to price single-asset European call options with payoff function given by
for a log-strike value k. We compare MC and MCLS to the Fourier pricing method introduced in [15] .
In this experiment we use an ONB (with respect to the corresponding L 2 µ space, where µ is the distribution of X T ) of polynomials as basis functions φ j . Conveniently the ONB can be obtained by applying the Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization process to the monomial basis. Note that, even if the distribution µ is not known explicitly, we still can apply the Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization procedure since the corresponding scalar product and the induced norm can be computed via the moment formula (17) .
Since the distribution of X T is not known a priori, we apply the Euler-Maruyama scheme as defined in (15) and obtain
for all i = 1, · · · , N s and where Z 1 i and Z 2 i are independent standard normal distributed random variables. For the following numerical experiments we consider the set of model parameters σ = 0.15, v 0 = 0.04, x 0 = 0, κ = 0.5, θ = 0.01, ρ = −0.5, r = 0.01.
As long as the square roots in (18) are positive the Euler-Maruyama scheme is well-defined. In our numerical experiments this was the case. To guarantee well-definedness, the scheme can be modified by taking the absolute value or the positive part of the arguments of the square roots. Such a modification is discussed, e.g., in [16] . The same remark holds for the forthcoming numerical examples.
First, we apply MCLS to an in-the-money example, with payoff parameters k = −0.1, T = 1/12, and we use N s = 100 time steps for the discretization of the SDE. We use an ONB consisting of polynomials of maximal degrees 0 (standard MC), 1, 3 and 5 and we obtain the results shown in Figure 4 . In particular, we plot the absolute error of the prices and the width of the obtained 95% confidence interval computed as in (7) and (8), against the number of simulated points N. The results are shown in Figure 5 and in Figure 6 , respectively. In this setting, for all different choices of payoff parameters, we show in Table 2 the implied volatility 9 absolute errors for the MC and MCLS prices computed with a basis of polynomials of maximal degree 5. The implied volatility error is measured against the implied volatility of the reference method.
Before commenting on the numerical results, we apply MCLS to a second stochastic volatility model, the Jacobi model as in [1] . Here, the log asset price X t and the squared volatility process V t are defined through the SDE
where
for some 0 ≤ v min < v max . Here, W 1 t and W 2 t are independent standard Brownian motions and the model parameters satisfy the conditions
The matrix G n in (17) can be constructed as explained in the original paper [1] (with respect to a Hermite polynomial basis) or as in [18] (with respect to the monomial basis). For the numerical experiments we consider the set of model parameters σ = 0.15, v 0 = 0.04, x 0 = 0, κ = 0.5, θ = 0.04, v min = 10 −4 , v max = 0.08, ρ = −0.5, r = 0.01.
We again consider single-asset European call options with payoff parameters k = {−0.1, 0, 0.1}, T = 1/12.
As reference pricing method we choose the polynomial expansion technique introduced in [1] , where we truncate the polynomial expansion of the price after 50 terms.
We simulate the whole path of X t from 0 to T in order to get the sample points x i , i = 1, · · · , n. The discretization scheme of the SDE is given by
for all i = 1, · · · , N s , where Z 1 i and Z 2 i are independent standard normal distributed random variables and the rest of the parameters are as specified in the example for the Heston model.
We use again an ONB consisting of polynomials of maximal degrees 0 (standard MC), 1, 3 and 5 and we obtain the results shown in Figures 7, 8 and 9 , for ITM, ATM and OTM call options, respectively. Lastly, we show in Table 3 the implied volatility absolute errors for the MC and MCLS prices computed with a basis of polynomials with maximal degree 5. We can observe that MCLS strongly outperforms the standard MC in terms of price errors, confidence interval width and implied volatility errors, for every type of moneyness, in both chosen stochastic volatility models.
The last remark concerns the condition number of the Vandermonde matrix V. Thanks to the choice of the ONB, in both models, its condition number is at most of order 10. Therefore, the CG algorithm has been selected. As another consequence of the low condition number we did not implement weighted sampling. be an enumeration of the set of tuples E = {k ∈ N d 0 : |k| ≤ n}. Then, the matrix representation G n of the infinitesimal generator of the process (S 1 t , · · · , S d t ) with respect to H n and restricted to Pol
Proof. The infinitesimal generator G of (S 1 t , · · · , S d t ) is given by
which implies that for any monomial of the form s k1 1 · · · s k d d one has
It follows that G n is diagonal as stated above.
For the following numerical experiments we consider basket options with payoff function
for different moneyness with payoff parameters K = {0.9, 1, 1.1}, T = 1, w i = 1 d ∀i.
Model parameters are chosen to be
where R d denotes a random correlation matrix of size d × d, where we choose d = 5 and d = 10.
We compare MCLS to a reference price computed via a standard Monte Carlo algorithm with 10 6 simulations. We plot again the absolute price errors and the width of the 95% confidence intervals (computed as in (7) and (8)) for different chosen polynomial degrees (maximally 1 and maximally 3). To be more precise, we used the monomial basis as functions {φ j } n j=0 . Note that the distribution of the price process (S 1 t , · · · , S d t ) is known to be the geometric Brownian distribution so that there is no need to simulate the whole path but only the process at final time T .
The results are shown in Figures 10, 11 We observe that also in these multidimensional examples MCLS strongly outperforms the standard MC in terms of absolute price errors and width of the confidence intervals. Due to the use of the multivariate monomials as basis functions, the condition number of V is relatively high, reaching values up to order 10 5 . However, the QR based algorithm chosen according to the selection scheme 1 for the numerical solution of the least-squares problem (1) still yields accurate results. The Vandermonde matrix V is here still storable, being of size at most 10 5 × 286. In the next section we treat problems of higher dimensionality leading to a Vandermonde matrix of bigger size. There, its storage is not feasible any more and neither CG nor QR based solver can be used.
Basket options in Black-Scholes models -large size problems
In the multivariate Black-Scholes model we now consider rainbow options with payoff function f (s 1 , · · · , s d ) = (K − min(s 1 , · · · , s d )) + , so that we apply MCLS in order to compute the quantity
where µ is the distribution of (S 1 T , · · · , S d T ). In contrast to the payoff (20) which presents one type of irregularity that derives from taking the positive part (·) + , this payoff function presents two types of irregularities: one again due to (·) + , and the second one deriving from the min(·) function. This example is therefore more challenging.
As in [20] , we rewrite the option price with respect to the Lebesgue measure
where L is the Cholesky decomposition of the correlation matrix and Φ −1 is the inverse map of the cumulative distribution function of the multivariate standard normal distribution. so that we consider a basket option of uncorrelated assets. We apply MCLS for d = {5, 10, 20} using different total degrees for the approximating polynomial space and compare it with a reference price computed using the standard MC algorithm with 10 7 simulations. Also, we consider different numbers of simulations that go up to 10 6 . We choose a basis of tensorized Legendre polynomials, which form an ONB with respect to the Lebesgue measure on the unit cube [0, 1] d , and we perform the sampling step of MCLS (step 1) according to the optimal distribution as introduced in [4] and reviewed in Section 2.2. The solver for the least-squares problem is chosen according to the scheme shown in Figure 1 , where we assume that the Vandermonde matrix V can be stored whenever the number of entries is less than 10 8 . This implies that also, for example, for the case d = 5 with polynomial degree 5 and 10 6 simulations V can not be stored. Indeed, for d = 5, deg = 5 and N = 10 6 the matrix V has 2.52 · 10 8 entries. For all of these cases, we therefore solve the least-squares problem by applying the randomized extended Kaczmarz algorithm.
In Figure 13 we plot the obtained price absolute errors and the width of the 95% confidence intervals for all considered problems. We notice that MCLS outperforms again MC in terms of confidence interval width and price errors, as observed for medium dimensions. The choice of the weighted sampling strategy combined with the ONB allowed us to obtain a well conditioned matrix V, according to the theory presented in the previous sections.
These examples and the obtained numerical results show therefore that our extension of MCLS is effective and allows us to efficiently price single and multi-asset European options.
In the next section we test our extended MCLS in a slightly different setting where the integrating function is smooth. 
Application to high-dimensional integration
In this section we apply the extended MCLS algorithm to compute the definite integral
This is a classical integration problem [8] , which was also considered in [20] , where MCLS is applied to compute (21) for dimension at most d = 6 and with at most N = 10 5 simulations. Our goal is to show that, thanks to the use of REK, we can increase the dimension d and the number of simulations N .
Here we apply MCLS for d = 10 and d = 30 using a basis of tensorized Legendre polynomials of total degree 5 and 4, respectively. We compare it to the reference result which for d = 2 (mod 4) is explicitly given by
Also, we consider different sample sizes that go up to 10 7 . We perform the sampling step of MCLS (step 1) again according to the optimal distribution. The choice of the solver for the least-squares problem is again taken according to the scheme in Figure 1 and we assume that the Vandermonde matrix V can be stored whenever the number of entries is less than 10 8 .
The results are shown in Figure 14 . Again, we have plotted the obtained absolute error computed with respect to the reference result (left) and the width of the 95% confidence interval (right). First, we note that MCLS performs much better than the standard MC, as in the previous examples. Furthermore, the results are considerably better than the ones obtained in the previous section, see Figure 13 . This is due to the fact that the integrand is now smooth (it is analytic/entire), while in the multi-asset option example it was only continuous. Indeed, the function approximation error min c∈R n+1 √ w(f − n j=0 c j φ j ) µ is expected to be much smaller in this case, since polynomials provide a more suitable approximating space for smooth functions than for irregular functions. According to Proposition 3.1, this results in a stronger variance reduction and hence a better approximation of the integral.
Conclusion and future work
We have presented a numerical technique to price single and multi-asset European options and, more generally, to compute expectations of functions of multivariate random variables. The methodology consists of extending MCLS to arbitrary probability measures and combining it with weighted sampling strategies and the randomized extended Kaczmarz algorithm. The core concepts and algorithms have been presented in Section 2. In Section 3 we have proposed a new cost analysis. Here, we have shown that MCLS asymptotically outperforms the standard Monte Carlo method as the cost goes to infinity, provided that the integrand satisfies certain regularity conditions.
In Section 4 we have applied the new method to price European options. First, we have adapted the generalization to compute multi-asset option prices, where we have proposed to modify the sampling step of MCLS by discretizing the governing SDE of the underlying price process, whenever needed. The modification of the first step introduces a new source of error, which has been analyzed in Proposition 4.2. In the Sections 4.2.1, 4.2.2 and 4.2.3 we have applied the algorithm to price multi-asset European options in the Heston model, in the Jacobi model and in the multidimensional Black Scholes model, where we have exploited the fact the they belong to the class of polynomial diffusions and the moments can be computed in closed form. For these examples, MCLS usually provides considerably high accuracy compared to the standard MC for the same sample sizes. This typically holds for different sample sizes and when accuracy is measured in terms of implied volatility, see Table 2 and Table 3 , and in terms of option price errors and confidence interval widths, see for instance Figures 4-9 and Figure 13 . As expected, enlarging the number of basis functions n for a given sample size N leads to more accurate results. Moreover, in Section 4.2.3 employing REK allowed us to solve high dimensional problems with high accuracy. For instance also our experiments for basket options on 20 assets shows that enlarging the number of basis functions yields higher accuracy in terms of confidence intervals. Finally, in Section 5 we considered the approximation of a multidimensional integral of a smooth function. Storage requirements limit the feasibility of the basic MCLS for high dimension. Indeed, in [20] only cases with maximal dimension d = 6 and N = 10 5 could be treated. Thanks to the application of REK we were able to treat dimension d = 30 and N up to 10 7 . This illustrates the effectiveness of our extended approach.
To extend the approach further to even higher dimensions, other computational bottlenecks arising are to be addressed. Solving the storage issue in the least-squares problem with REK leaves us with a high number of function calls. We do not need to store the full Vandermode matrix, but instead rows and columns are required many times during the iteration. This leads to a high computational cost. One can reduce this cost by 1) reducing the number of function calls and by 2) making the function calls more efficient. To achieve 1), one can for instance store the rows and columns of the Vandermonde matrix which are called with highest probability. To achieve 2) one can exploit further insight of the functions, for instance using a low-rank approximation [11] or functional analogues of tensor decomposition approximation [10] .
Proof. Note that the approximate function n j=0ĉ j φ j and thusÎ µ,N only depends on the span of the basis functions {φ j } n j=0 and not on the specific choice of the basis. Therefore, without loss of generality we can assume that the chosen basis functions {φ j } n j=0 form an orthonormal basis (ONB) in L 2 µ , i.e. E φ i (x)φ j (x)dµ(x) = δ ij . We decompose the function f into a sum of orthogonal terms f = n j=0 c * j φ j + g =: f 1 + g,
where g satisfies E g(x)φ j (x)dµ(x) = 0 for all j = 0, · · · , n. Note that g µ = min c∈R n+1 f − n j=0 c j φ j µ . Assume now that we sample according to dµ w and obtain the points {x i } N i=1 . Then, the vector of sample values in the weighted least-squares problem can be decomposed asf = [f 1 (x 1 ) +g(x 1 ), . . . ,f 1 (x N ) +g(x N )] T = Vc * +g,
where V andf are defined as in (4) Letĉ be again the least-squares solution to (4), then
where the second summand is exactly c g := argmin c∈R n+1 Vc −g 2 . It thus follows that the integration error isÎ µ,N − I µ = c g,0 = [1, 0, . . . , 0]( V T V) −1 V Tg . Now by the strong law of large numbers we have
almost surely and in probability as N → ∞, by the orthonormality of {φ j } n j=0 . Therefore we have 1 N V T V p → Id n+1 as N → ∞, where Id n+1 denotes the identity matrix in R (n+1)×(n+1) .
Moreover,
→ Z ∼ N (0, √ wg 2 µ ) for N → ∞ by the central limit theorem, where we used the fact E g(x)dµ(x) = 0 for the mean and E (w(x)g(x)) 2 dµ(x) w(x) = √ wg 2 µ for the variance. Thanks to Slutsky's theorem (see e.g. [12, Chapter 5]) we finally obtain
